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Title word cross-reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>[Bar05a].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>[FTB05, WK05b].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>[Bre05, MPC05].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>[BM05, EM05a, Fer05].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>[Vic05].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>[SCS05].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>[HR05b].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[BS05a, GLT05a].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>[vdD05a].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>[MB10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[MS12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[GS13].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[KMS15].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[BT16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>[RK18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>[HC19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20s</td>
<td>[KVE16].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Calibration [KSLM15, MTCR+07, WKM+17, DCR06, KTCR09]. camera [SMI06]. Can [FKM17, RVB05, RSPA+06]. Case [GFD+15]. Categorization [BCS17, VSWB07]. Caudell [MPC05]. Caused [HOH15]. causes [KBP+13].


Coefficient [KDK+16]. Cognitive [LZL+18, MBCW10, RSPA+06, ZLQ+19, FRC10, HMS09, KWSS08]. collected [MP09]. collection [BMGC05]. Collisions [O’S05, BB13]. Color [APK15, AK16, CSUN05, KHH17, KVE16, DBS+09, LPT+06, VSWB07]. combination [LXXB10]. Comfort [JWA19, SWA14]. Comments [Bar05a, BM05, Bre05, BS05a, EM05a, Fer05, FTB05, SCS05, WK05b, vdd05a, GLT05a, HR05b, MPC05, Vic05]. Communication [AONB17, SXCS15]. Comparative [BBM19, DK19, HBM+14, TMM17, AMR06]. Comparing [NCVW10, OAD+12]. Comparison [BYB18, GATM18, GLT05b, KCK+18, SNW16, SB12]. Compensating [SXCS15]. complex [VCR08]. complexity [HMS09]. Components [CKWB05, RLV+10]. Composite [TLS+15]. composites [FHC04]. Composition [WKM+15, WKM+17, LME10].

Comprehension [BGK17], comprehensive [Bar05a], compressed [SMI06].

computation [TGJ08]. Computational [FRC10, ZYZ+17, BGL+08, Pl08].

Computer [DCRS15, FWN+14, HBF16, SGHL+19, VCA16, SDW05, SII04, WBC+07].

computer-aided-drawing [SDW05]. Computer-Assisted [DCRS15].

Computer-Generated [FWN+14, HBF16, SGHL+19, WBC+07]. concurrent [MB04]. Conditions [BYB18]. conferences [KW05]. configuration [BS05b]. Consequences [ZB17].

considerations [NCSG11]. Constancy [BSH18, CWT+05]. Constant [Ste15].

Consumer [VCA16]. Consumer-Grade [VCA16]. contact [SAB07, WH08].


CyberWalk [SGS+11].

D [AW15, AWR18, BSW10, BSHW14, EBPF16, GLT05b, GVC+17, HOH15, HAHG17, JDR08, KPSL10, KHJK13, LPR06, LDDR18, Lav09, OR04, Ste15, SK16, VSKL17, WPDH14, WBNF06]. Data [BMGC05, BH17, FBT05, NW08, Bar05b, FTB05, HD10, LME10, MP09]. data-driven [HDH10]. datasets [HR05a]. Day [KRV+14]. Day-for-Night [KRV+14].


Depth-of-Field [WHRS18]. derive [BSW10]. Description [CBB+14]. Design [BCD15, BMB19, KHH17, BC05, EM05a, EM05b, GMT09, RDF11, WK05b, WMVO05], designing [AMR06]. Desktop [FTB05, FBT05]. desynchronization [MEDO09], detail [PDZ05]. Detection [MG16, NJS06, PMS17, VCA16, GDBP13, KSY+05, LZG+13, WMA12, WMS08].

Determine [CKWB05]. Development [HJ07], device [LKTH06, SHBK05]. Devices [MSHRL16, AAM08], diagrams [WB04]. Difference [DCRS15, LPT+06]. Differences [RNLH16, RPH10, FCH07, TGT+09, ZCRTW12]. Different [BYB18, JAA+16, TMM17, TSC13]. differently [ZNWK12]. Dimensional [LZL17, HR05a, WMV05], dimensions [WM08], direct [FM05]. direction [BSH+06, MBG09, PI08]. Discriming [KDK+16]. Discrete [MW15].

Discrimination [RM16, SK16, TSRD07, BSH+06, HJ07, VGBF10]. Disparity [KRV+14, CLR10]. Displacement [KBP+13, MGM16, DFZ+05]. Display [IOYK19, LPHL05, Bar05a, Bar05b, BS05b, BS05a, DFZ+05, EML13, GDBP13, GBLR10, HJ07, KW05, SCS05, WMV05, WCCRT09]. Displays [BSH18, HOH15, HAHG17, JWA19, LLBM15, MD05, MGV16, SWA14, WPDH14, WHRS18, BM05, CLR10, HHL10, LFM12, MLK+06, PCK08, SCSG05, WK05a, ZNW12]. distal [RTPG11]. Distance [AL15, BYB18, KCK+18, IWK18, MD05, PKCR05, FR08, FLKB07, GNP+10, KTCR09, NAB+11, NZG+11, RBCK12, SCRWT05, WCCRT09, ZNW12].


earcon [MB04]. earcons [MB04]. edges [ACMS10]. Editing [VHBO14]. Editorial [Int06, MB10, MK07, RK04, RB08, RN05, Th07, BO09, CZM09, FL09, HE05]. Editors [IG15]. Editors-in-Chief [IG15].

Edwards [EM05a]. EEG [MGM12]. Effect [HHNOP19, NP15, RN09, SXCS15, ZHRM15, AJML13, CWT*05, MJH*09, PJN*11].


Embodiment [KSLM15]. Embodiments [AONB17]. Emotion [GFD*15, MJM*09]. Emotional [WKM*15, NTKA12].


Enabling [SGS*11]. encoded [WMS08]. Engine [PMS17]. enhance [RVSP09]. Enhanced [HAHG17, BC05, BRE05].

Enhancement [ABK*15, MI07]. Enhancing [KSM*05, PCK08, ZAAC12]. enough [ONS12]. entities [SMS13].

Entropy [KDS*15, ZZ13]. Environment [AL15, GATM18, JOY*18, RSM*15, APP07, LSRS10, MTCR*07, MRT*10, RPH10, WBN*11].

Environments [BSHW14, BYB18, EBPJ16, HHNOP19, JKB17, LRBI5, RBC14, RRM*16, SXCS15, BB13, BSVD10, FFW07, FCH*07, FLKB07, GNP*10, HBW11, JWB12, KPB*13, KCR08, LPO09, LBPW07, MBCW10, MC05, NAB*11, NZG*11, PK07, P08, PKCR05, RBCK12, SCRTW05, SAB07, SGS*11, WCCRT09, WNW*07].

error [LPO09]. errors [RO09]. estimating [RDLTS04]. Estimation [BYB18, FLKB07, L17, RNLH16, GDP13, GNP*10, LXXB10, NW08, RLH*08].

Evaluating [APK15, AK16, BGK17, HHO05, HCKH16, KPSL10, KYL*07, LCC15, MJH*09, RLV*10, WBCB08, ZCRTW12, BMGC05].

Evaluation [BMB19, BM05, EML13]. EBPJ16, JDR08, LPT*06, MLK*06, MR18, RTSW18, VGBF10, VHO14, WBC*07, WBN*11, ZYX*17, AR08, BBD*09, BC05, DFZ*05, HJ07, HHD10, LME10, SGF*10]. evaluations [NCVW10]. event [LZG*13].

Evidence [WAH*15]. EvoFIT [FHC04].

evoked [WK15, MAYKM13]. evolutionary [FHC04]. Example [CSUN05, KHH17]. Example-Based [CSUN05, KHH17]. exerting [DFZ*05].

expect [SB12]. experiences [SVM12].

experiment [RPH10]. Experimental [ARAP*18, WK05a]. Experiments [BR04, GB08, WMV05]. Experts [DCRS15]. exploiting [HCS10].


Exploring [AZ10, FEM19, MC06, NOS17, ZHRM15].

Exposure [SWA14]. Expressibility [AONB17]. expressionism [SMO*10]. Expressions [CKW05, NP15, GEMA13, KWI09, WBC*07, WBCB08]. Expressive [ZMM19, MDR10]. Expressiveness

[DCRS15]. extended [ZLO13]. Extension
Fabric [KHH17]. Face
[FWN+14, NP15, VCA16, ZC06, BS06, OAD+12, PJN+11, SB12, ZLO+13]. faces
[BGL+08, TGJ08]. Facial
[CFX14, CKWB05, FKM17, HCKH16, NP15, FHC04, KWI09, NJS06, SB12, VSCM12, WBC+07, WBCB08]. Facilitate
[ABK+15, AC11]. facilitated [RFR09].
[ONS12]. faster [LZG+13].
faster-than-real-time [LZG+13]. feasibility [LPHL09]. Feature
[BH17, GBA17, WKM+17, ZLO+19, CKWB06]. Feature-Based [GBA17]. Features
[FKM17, ZC06]. FechDeck [Fer19]. Feedback
[ARAP+18, EB16, KBL14, PTP14, AZ10, KL06, LKTH06, LBWP07]. feedback-controlled [LBWP07].
Fernström [Fer05]. Fidelity
[APK15, HCS10, MNC06, MRT+10]. Field
[CFX18, JKB17, WRHS18, ZOH+15, LPR06, NAB+11, WCCRT09].
Field-of-View [JKB17]. Film
[WAH+15, CST+10]. Films [BH17]. Filter
[Fau17]. Filtering [WRHS18]. finger
[TSRD07]. First [DFZ+05]. Fixations
[PHRE15, KVG10, MP09, SMS13]. fixed
[LP009]. FixTag [MP09]. flow [PW10].
Flowers [FTB05]. Focal [KDK+16]. Foot
[JSCR+15, SHQ05]. Force
[ARAP+18, CWT+05, PTP14, BSH+06, DFZ+05, KL06, LKTH06, VGBF10].
force-feedback [KL06, LKTH06]. forward
[SPB10]. foundations [FRC10]. foveal
[TGT+09]. Foveated [APL+17, WRHS18].
Frame [WAH+15]. Frame-Rate [WAH+15].
framework
[Bar05a, Bar05b, FSG09, MMS06, YBC13]. FrankenFolk [OEM06]. frequency
[DRT07, LPEP12, ZC06]. Friction
[IOY19]. frontal [SB12]. frowned [SII04].
Full [GFD+15, NP15, PMS17]. Full-Body
[GFD+15]. Full-Face [NP15]. Functional
[WNW+07]. functions [FCH09]. fused
[DCN+06]. Fusion [ZL19].
gain [LP09]. Game [KDCM15, PMS17].
Games [FKM17, BSW10]. Gap [JSCR+15].
Gaze [BSSH14, BH17, KDS+15, WPDH14, WMA12, BSW10, ENC+08, FCH09, HU11, KPA10, MBG09, MTD09, NWV13, PI08, WWA11]. gaze-based [ENC+08].
Gaze-contingent [WMA12, MTD09].
Gaze-to-Object [BSSH14]. Gazing
[SII04]. Gender [FCH+07, ZHRM15].
Generated
[FWN+14, HBF16, SGLH+19, WBC+07]. Generating
[DBRC13]. Generative
[KVDE19]. Gestural [CBB+14]. Gesture
[MSHL16, AZ10, MM13]. gestures
[RM12]. get [HU11]. Glare [MGVM16].
glideslope [KPA10]. Global
[KPDP19, HFJ09, VSWB07]. Glyphs
[MW15, Ste15]. Grade [VCA16]. gradient
[RTPG11]. Graph [SMS13, WMA12].
Graph-based [SMS13]. Graphics [FL09].
graphs [NW08, WM08]. Gröhn [GLT05].
grounding [YB04]. Guest
[BO09, CRM09, FL09, Int06, Rus05, Tho07].
Guidance [GAT18]. guided [HCS10].
guidelines [CST+10].

Hair [RTS+18]. Hand
[Har19, RVH+19, WTW16, AAM08, VGBF10]. hand-arm
[VGBF10]. hand-held [AAM08]. Handles
[SCM18]. Handling [MO09]. Haptic
[BSSH+06, BCD15, EBPJ16, SXCS15, AJML13, CWT+05, CKWB06, CWB10, DMR+05, GMA13, HTH10, JSHG08, KSM+05, LBT08, PDZ05, RFR09, SHB05].
HapticWalker [SHB05]. HDR


Keep [JWA19]. kinematics [WMVO05]. Kramer [WK05b].


masking [Lav09]. Mass [SK18]. Material [BCS17, VSKL17, BSVD10, HJ07].


Meshes [GVC+17, Lav09]. Message [IG15]. metaphors [WK05a, WK05b]. Method
Methodology [AK16, EM05b]. Methods [CMR+05, DCN+06, GATM18, KCK+18, JDR08].

Metric [GBA17]. Metrics [PMS17].

Mimebot [AONB17]. Miner [MP05].

Minification [ZNWK12]. Mirrors [AC11].

Mitsopoulos [EM05a]. Mixed [IOYK19].

Mobile [KBL14, MSHLR16, ONS12, WWA11].

Modalities [PD17, TMM17]. Mode [NP15].

Model [HR05b, KHKP15, SJ18, ZLQ+19, HVM06, KHJK13, LPT+06, SB12, SVHS06].

Model-Based [SJ18, HR05b, MDT09].

Modeling [APLR17, KPL+19, SBR07, TJL+11, TCMH11, WWA11, PW10].

Models [APK15, CMR+05, HHO05, KVDE19, HCS10, LAE09, MJH+09, MAYKM13, MTCR+07, NC911, NGJT13, RDLTS04, vdD05b]. modification [LBT08].

mono [WP10]. monocular [EML13].

Moral [FKM17]. Motion [AWR18, HCKH16, JAA+16, JLS+17, KHW+15, MSHLR16, N9SS17, OMEM016, VHH014, WTWN16, WB04, ZHRM15, BSPB10, BOK10, CLR12, DRT07, FLKB07, JWB12, LPR06, LAE09, MJH+09, MAYKM13, MTCR+07, NC911, NGJT13, RDLTS04, vdD05b]. motion-field [LP906]. motivated [CST+10, SLW+11]. Mounted [LLBM15, MD05, WRHS18, JWA19, WCCRT09, ZNWK12]. Mouse [BFSV16, KL06]. Movement [GFD+15, KVDE19, HCS10, LAE09]. Movements [BFSV16, RKS16, NTKA12].


Natural [RM16, SVHS06, TG+09, VSWB07, WMS08, WP10]. natural-image [TG+09]. Naturalness [KVDE19].


novel [AJML13, DFZ+05, SHBK05, WMVO05]. Numerically [RDLTS04]. numerosity [GBP13].

Object [BSWH14, CKWB06, HU11, SK18]. Objective [GVC+17]. Objects [KFSN16, LDD18, CA13, NGJT13, RDLTS04].


ocular [WMA12]. Oculomotor [KHKP15, KHJK13]. off [LRB15].


operators [AR08, AG06]. optically [VVHV10]. Optimal [ONS12]. Optimizing [BS05b, BS05a]. organization [MDR10].


pace [TSC13]. painters [SMO+10].

painting [ZZ13]. pairs [SDBBC13]. palette [BC05]. panoramas [CLR12]. panoramic
[MO09a]. Parameter [Fau17]. Parameters

[MO09a]. Parametric [LPEP12]. part

[FBT05]. participating [SGA+07]. path

[FCH+07, HHl10, KBL+06]. path-searching [HHl10]. patients

[APP07]. Pedestrian

[JOY+18, EPO11, SAB07]. Pedestrians

[RL17]. people [KS12]. Perceivably

[JAA+16]. Perceived

[BMB19, CKAD18, KBL14, KCS17, KVE19, KSLM15, LDDR18, SM106, WKM+15, ZOH+15, BB13, DRT07, KBL+06, KL06, LKTH06, MJH+09, WP10]. Perceiving

[MO09a, MO09b, NG06, PCK08, RO09, Bar05b, BMGC05, JSG09, MMS06, McN06, MO09a, MO09b, NG06, PCK08, RO09, WBCB08, WH08, WMVO05, ZZ13]. Perceivably [AJM13]. Perception

[ARAP+18, AWR18, BFSV16, CB+14, CXZ14, CPVC19, CLR12, FWN+14, FB05, FL09, GFD+15, KPD19, KCK+18, LAE09, M107, MD05, NP15, RM12, SK18, SNW16, SLW+11, TLS+15, TMM17, TG19, TGT+09, VVH10, ZHRM15, ZMM19, AASH+12, BSVDD10, Can09, CA13, CWT+05, ENC+08, FR08, KBP+13, MJM+09, MMS13, NAB+11, NZG+11, OR04, PKCR05, RBCK12, RSPA+06, RDF11, DCRW05, TJL+11, YBC13]. Perception-Based


Perceptions [HCHH16, YB04]. perceptive

[BBB+09]. Perceptual

[APLR17, AR08, AW15, BSH18, BAMB13, EM05a, EPO11, FF19, HBM+14, JDKN18, KMH+19, LPR06, MM13, MAYKM13, MDR10, MR18, NCSC11, SCSC05, SGF+10, SGA+07, VCR08, VHBO14, YCK+09, ZB17, Bar05b, BMGC05, JSG09, MMS06, McN06, MO09a, MO09b, NG06, PCK08, RO09, WBCB08, WH08, WMVO05, ZZ13]. Perceptually [CST+10, CMR+05, Fau17, HCS10, KFSN16, LCC15, HVM06]. Perfect

[KBL14]. Performance

[DK19, DKL+05, GTAE04, HH10, KBL+06, MBG09, MDR10, RLV+10]. Performances [DCRS15]. Peripheral

[LWK18, DBS+09, TGT+09]. Periphery

[BCS17]. Personal [WAEG06]. Personality

[GFD+15, HCKH16, WTN16]. Perceptual

[NOS17]. phenomena


[EBPJ16]. Physically [vdD05b]. physics

[vdD05a]. physiological [VSCM12]. Picking [KVE16]. pictorial [WP10]. Pilot


[ABK+15]. Plant [KHKP15, KJH13]. plasticity [SCSG05]. platform [BSPB10]. plausible [SVHS06]. player [FKM17]. Point

[AWR18, NW08]. point-estimation

[TSW10]. Pointing [WP10]. polar [ZC06]. Polarized

[HAAH17]. Pole [LRB15]. Polygonal

[HH05]. Polyhedral

[CPVC19]. poorer [TGT+09]. populations

[DKR+05]. portable [MP09]. Portraits

[HBF16]. Posed [TCP+14]. population

[KS12, TSRD07]. positive [KW10]. possible [RFR09]. Possible [LLBM15]. potential [HBW11]. Predict

[KHW+15, PI08]. predicted [KBP+13]. Predicting

[HNO05, KVE19]. prediction

[BSW10, LPT+06]. predictions [RDF11]. Predictive

[BCD15]. Predictor [KDCM15]. Prefer

[WAB+15]. Preference

[TKK+13, FCH+07]. preferences

[GTAE04]. presence [MBG09]. Presentation

[AL15, NP15, GNP+10, WMA12]. Presents

[IOYK19]. Press [KBL14]. pretended

[KW10]. Primitive [KVE19]. principled

[EM05b]. principles [MB04, YBC13]. Printed

[KAW19]. problems [WH08]. procedures [CWB10]. processing

[MMS06, RLV+10]. Product [SS19]. profile

[SB12]. Program [BGK17, Vic05, VA05]. Projection

[KFSN16, KBP+13]. Propagation

[RRM+16]. properties

two-dimensional
[WMVO05]. Type [ZHRM15]. typicality [SVHS06].

unattended [DKR05]. unconstrained [SGS11].
Understanding [KPL19, MB04, AC11].
undulation [KSM05]. unified [FSG09].
Uniform [ZHRM15].
unconstrained [SGS11].
Underestimation [LLBM15].
Understanding [KPL19, MB04, AC11].
undulation [KSM05]. unified [FSG09].
Uniform [ZHRM15].
unconstrained [SGS11].

Villain [KHW15].
Virtual
[ASG18, APLK17, BSHW14, BB13, BSH18,
BYB18, EBPJ16, HHNOP19, JLS17,
JOY18, JKB17, JDNK18, JSCR15,
KBL14, KCK18, KKC19, KSLM15,
LDDR18, LR15, RBC14, RSM15,
R1M16, SXCS15, WTWN16, ZHRM15,
ZMM19, APP07, AC11, BGW11, BSVD010,
B05a, CWT05, EPO11, FF07, FCH07,
FLKB07, GL01R, GNP10, HW11,
JWB12, KS12, KB13, KL06, KCR08,
LPE12, LKTH06, LPHL05, LPO09,
LBP07, LSR10, MBCW10, MJH09,
MC05, MTCR07, MRT10, NAB11,
NZG11, PK07, PKCR05, RBCK12,
RSPA06, RVSP09, RPH10, RDLTS04,
RVB13, SCRTW05, SAB07, SGF10,
SGS11, VSMC12, WAEG06, WCR09,
WNW07, WBN11]. viscosity [LTH06].
visibility [GB08, YCK09]. Vision
[KRV14, LWK18, APP07, Can09].
Visual
[ABK15, BCS17, BSHW14, BBE16,
DRC06, FWN14, GATM18, GVC17,
HHN019, JWA19, JLS17, KKC19, KMS17,
LDH17, MD05, MGM16, NTKA12,
PHRE15, RV05, SGH019, Ste15, SS19,
VSKL17, WMS08, AMR06, BSH06,
BSVD010, CKW06, DBS09, ENC08,
FLKB07, FRC01, GLT05b, HMS09, HCS10,
HS12, LV09, L0Z13, LPT06, MC06,
MTCR07, P108, RV10, RBCK12,
RDF11, RTGP11, SR07, SMS13, TG19,
TJL11, VCR08, WMA12]. Visualization
[FL09, EML13, HS12, KWS08, LPR06,
LZG13, VCR08, YBC09]. Visualizations
[KDP19, KPSL10]. Visualizing [WM08].
Visually [ACMS10, RL17, RVSP09].
visually-induced [RVSP09]. Visuo
[EBPJ16]. Visuo-Haptic [EBPJ16].
Visuomotor [KSLM15]. visuospatial
[ZAAC12]. Vive [KCS17, KKC19].
Voice [OEM16, CTS10]. Volume
[LME10, MW15, BBD10]. Voluntary
[VSCM12]. vs [SNW16].

yaw [JWB12].
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